
 

 

ABSTRACT 

Evolving a Disjunctive Predator Prey Swarm using PSO: Adapting Swarms with Swarms 

Firasath Riyaz 

Mentor: Peter M. Maurer, Ph.D. 

Swarm Intelligence is the study of “the emergent collective intelligence of groups 

of simple agents”.  Recent research has explored the important applications in the field of 

business, telecommunications, robotics and optimization.  This thesis models a simple 

prey swarm disjunctively, i.e. a number of disjoint survival attributes are aggregated into 

a single response.  The swarm was initialized using heuristics.   We studied the ability of 

this swarm to evolve its performance using a particle swarm optimization on the 

disjunctive rules.   The rules are characterized through use of a fuzzy inference engine 

and the rules adapted through changing of the rule membership functions.  The result was 

both improved performance and unexpected emergent behavior for example individual 

members of the prey swarm began to sacrifice their life to lengthen the life of the swarm 

aggregate.  The disjunctive swarm is found to be robust against rule failures. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Introduction 
 
 

The behavioral study of group of small insects has always fascinated researchers. 

Whether it is the ability of an ant colony to find the shortest path to the nearest food 

source or division of labor and collective behavior in honey bees or engineering marvels 

of the termites or flocking of birds, social swarms display uncanny ability to solve 

difficult problems by following simple individual rules.  The ability to form order out of a 

chaotic mass of individuals points to an intelligence greater than what we understand.  

The key principle behind swarm intelligence lies in the interaction between groups of 

autonomous agents that follow simple rules.  As a result of these interactions, swarms can 

produce an often unexpected ordered complexity.  This behavior, known as emergent 

behavior, is not derived from a single centralized control system, but emerges due to the 

individual interactions amongst agents.  The important characteristics inherent in the 

social swarms are self organization, flexibility and robustness.  Swarm Intelligence 

applies these behavioral characteristics of biological swarms to solve the contemporary 

problems.  (Eberhart et al. 2001) Swarm Intelligence can be defined as the study of “the 

emergent collective intelligence of groups of simple agents”. 

Recent research has explored the important applications in the field of business 

(Bonabeau et al. 2001), telecommunications (Kassabalidis et al. 2001), robotics (Hayes et 

al. 2001) and (Mondada et al. 2002) and optimization (Kennedy et al. 1995) and (Botee 

et al. 1999). 
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In (Botee et al.1999), Botee and Bonabeau discuss the application of Ant Colony 

Optimization for solving the Traveling Salesman Problem.  They also deliberate the use 

of Genetics Algorithms to find the best set of control parameters.   

 Additionally, Bonabeau and Myer discuss (Bonabeau et al.  2001) the success 

stories, Southwest Airlines application of ant foraging for business gains, employment of 

“bucket-brigade” for enhanced efficiency and Use of simple rules by Capital One 

employees to bring down the attrition rate and others from the business world. 

In (Kassabalidis et al. 2001) Kassabalidis, El-Sharakawi and Marks propose 

swarm based AntNet algorithm for adaptive routing in Mobile ad-hoc networks.  (Hayes 

et al. 2001) and (Mondada et al. 2002) discuss the SI applications in the control of 

autonomous robots.  In (Huessein et al. 2001) Hussein proposes an algorithm for 

propositional satisfiability problem based on Marriage in Honey Bees optimization. 

In the swarm based multi agent systems the agents are autonomous and follow 

simple rules.  Robustness of multi agent system lies in the autonomous nature of agents.  

One of the issues in the multi agent systems is the aggregation of information coming 

from different rules to take a decision.  One possible method is the conjunctive 

aggregation.  If there are two rules and the information obtained from them is p and q.  

This information can be combined conjunctively in the following way to take a decision 

r. 

(p ∩  q)  r                                                           (1.1) 

These multi-agent systems use sensors to gather information from individual 

rules.  If one of the sensors corresponding to a rule is unable to gather the information 

required to take the decision, the agent will not be able to take any decision and fail. 
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 We propose the use of disjunctive aggregation of agent rules to take decision.  

Rules p and q are disjunctively aggregated as follows. 

(p  r) U (q  r)                                                        (1.2) 

Since,   [(p ∩  q)  r]  [(p  r) U (q  r)]                       

(1.3) 

In the proposed disjunctive aggregation model an agent will be able take a 

decision until one of sensors of the agent is able to gather information.  This results in 

increased robustness of the system.  A swarm based model using disjunctive aggregation 

results in two fold robustness.  The system is robust against agent failures because of the 

autonomous nature of agents.  The system is also robust against rule failures due to the 

disjoint nature of rules. 

 We use the disjunctive aggregation to evolve a predator prey swarm and study the 

ability of the prey swarm to evolve its performance.  We investigate into the robustness 

of the disjunctive swarm and analyze the swarm behavior to study the emergent patterns.  

We model the behavior of bullies and dweebs as a predator prey swarm disjunctively.  A 

“Bully”, the predator, tries to capture and kill the prey “dweebs”.  Prey is trying to avoid 

the predator.  Each predator and prey agent act autonomously based on certain simple 

rules.  A typical predator finds the nearest prey and follows it at the same time it also tries 

to move toward the center of mass of prey within the defined neighborhood, a circular 

area of a constant radius around an agent, with in which the other agents are visible.  
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Fig.  1.1. Sample field of 3 predators and 6 prey 
 

A prey on the other hand finds the nearest predator and tries to run away from it.  

Prey also tries to stay away from the walls and corners.   Study of swarm in military 

applications concludes most of the kills of swarm prey occur when the prey is cornered 

(Arquilla et al. 2000).  Emulation of predator-prey scenarios confirms this.    

Figure 1.1, portrays a random snapshot of a sample field with 3 predators and six 

prey.   The dotted circles around a predator or a prey define its neighborhood.  The 

various disjoint survival attributes are aggregated into a single response using Extendable 

Disjunctive Weighted Aggregation Model, EDWAM (Weinschenk et al. 2003).  

EDWAM takes a set of different velocity components and computes weighted 

aggregation.  The process is disjunctive since individual components are disjoint from 

each other.  Figure 1.2 illustrates EDWAM with two velocity components v1 and v2.  The 

distances d1, d2 etc are the shortest distances between current position and the points 

agent wants to move towards.  The set of classes a distance di can be assigned is defined  
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using the fuzzy linguistic variable {VN: very near, N: near, A: average, F: far and VF: 

very far} (Marks et al. 1994).  Weight, wij, associated with the velocity component vi, is 

selected based on the class assigned to the distance di.      

 

Fig. 1.2. Extendable Disjunctive Weighted Aggregation Model used for computation of 
velocity 

 

Equation 1.4 is used to calculate final velocity and later on a unit vector is 

calculated in this direction and this vector is multiplied by a maximum step size of the 

agent.  Figure 1.2 also illustrates the extendable and flexible nature of EDWAM.  Note 

that a rule can be easily added to or deleted from the existing model with out affecting 

other components. 

    v = ∑ wij* vi                                                           (1.4) 

   Where  
 v = Aggregated final velocity 

vi = Individual velocity component. 
wij = Weight of velocity component vi 
1 ≤ i ≤  number of velocity components 
j can be any value from 1 to 5. 
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The idea is to evolve the prey and optimize the swarm control parameters i.e. the 

weights of the disjoint survival attributes, using particle swarm optimization (Kennedy et 

al. 1995).   

         Particle swarm optimization is an evolutionary computing algorithm simulating the 

social behavior of a flock of birds.  It defines a set, P, of particles in a D-dimensional 

search space where each particle represents a potential solution.  Each particle Pi has an 

associated position vector Xi = <xi1, xi2, xi3….xiD>, a velocity vector Vi = <vi1, vi2, 

vi3…..viD>, which are updated for every generation.  It also defines a fitness function.  

The fitness function is computed for every particle and personal best positions visited by 

particle Pi, PBi = <pbi1, pbi2, pbi3…pbiD> and global best positions for all the particles G 

= <g1, g2, g3 …gD >are calculated.  The new position and velocity vectors for particle Pi 

are determined by the following equations. 

Vnewj = Voldj + c1 * r1 * (pbij- xoldj) + c2 * r2 *(gj- xoldj)                (1.5) 

           Xnewj = xoldj + vnewj                                                                       (1.6) 

Where  
 j = 1, 2, 3…D. 
           c1 = c2 = 2, Learning factors. 

r1 and r2 are uniform random numbers with the 
range [0, 1] 
 

Velocity component has a normalized upper limit Vmax = 1 (Kennedy et al. 1995) 

and (Zhang et al. 2004).  The number of iterations a prey lives defines the life of the prey.  

For a particle in a generation the simulation is repeated several times and the average of 

median prey life is computed.  It is the fitness of the particle for the current generation.  

The control parameters represented by the particle with maximum fitness value are the 

global best parameters for the current generation.  As these parameters are optimized 
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using Particle Swarm Optimization, PSO, the prey live longer and unexpected patterns 

emerge.   

Chapter 2 provides relevant background information.  It explains the particle 

swarm optimization in great detail.  Chapter 3 describes the algorithm in great detail 

while articulating the performance metrics.  Results are analyzed and emergent patterns 

are discussed in Chapter 4.  Final conclusions are presented and possibilities for the 

future work are given in Chapter 5.   
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

Technical Background 
 
 

Details of Particle Swarm Optimization are articulated in this chapter.  The 

algorithm is discussed in detail and is compared with genetic algorithms.  A few 

successful applications of Particle Swarm Optimization are also listed (Tutorial 2001). 

 
2.1 PSO: Particle Swarm Optimization 

 
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization 

technique developed by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy in 1995, inspired by social 

behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling. 

PSO shares many similarities with evolutionary computation techniques such as 

Genetic Algorithms (GA).  The system is initialized with a population of random 

solutions and searches for optima by updating generations.  However, unlike GA, PSO 

has no evolution operators such as crossover and mutation.  In PSO, the potential 

solutions, called particles, fly through the problem space by following the current particle 

which provides the optimum fitness.    

Each particle keeps track of its coordinates in the problem space which are 

associated with the best solution (fitness) it has achieved so far.  The fitness value is also 

stored.  This value is called personal best or pbest.  Another "best" value that is tracked 

by the particle swarm optimizer is the best value, obtained so far by any particle in the 

neighbors of the particle.  This location is called local best or lbest.  When a particle takes
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all the population as its topological neighbors, the best value is a global best and is called 

gbest. 

The particle swarm optimization concept consists of, at each time step, changing 

the velocity (accelerating) of each particle toward its pbest and lbest locations.  

Acceleration is weighted by a random term, with separate random numbers being 

generated for acceleration toward pbest and lbest locations.   

In the past several years, PSO has been successfully applied in many research and 

application areas including business.  It is claimed that PSO gets better results in a faster, 

cheaper way compared with other optimization methods.   Another reason that PSO is 

attractive is that there are few parameters to adjust.  One version, with slight variations, 

works well in a wide variety of applications.  Particle swarm optimization has been used 

across a wide range of applications, as well as for specific applications focused on a 

specific requirement. 

 
2.1.1 PSO and Genetic Algorithms 
 

Compared to Genetic Algorithms, the advantages of PSO are that PSO is easy to 

implement and there are few parameters to adjust.  PSO has been successfully applied in 

many areas: function optimization, artificial neural network training (Eberhart et al.  

1998), fuzzy system control, and other areas where Genetic Algorithms can be applied 

(Eberhart et al. 2001). 
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2.1.2 Artificial Life 

The term artificial life is used to describe research into human-made systems that 

possess some of the essential properties of life.  Artificial Life  

1.  Studies how computational techniques can help when studying biological phenomena; 

2.  Studies how biological techniques can help out with computational problems. 

The focus of this section is on the second topic.  Actually, there are already 

numerous computational techniques inspired by biological systems.  For example, the 

artificial neural network is a simplified model of human brain; genetic algorithm is 

inspired by the theory of human evolution.   

Here we discuss another type of biological system.  The social insect system 

involves the collective behavior of simple individuals interacting with their environment 

and is dubbed swarm intelligence.  All of the simulations utilized local processes, such as 

those modeled by cellular automata, and might underlie the unpredictable group 

dynamics of social behavior.   

There are two popular swarm-inspired methods in computational intelligence 

areas: ant colony optimization (ACO) (Botee et al. 1999) and particle swarm 

optimization (PSO) (Kennedy et al. 1995).  ACO was inspired by the behavior of ants 

and has many successful applications in discrete optimization problems (Dorigo et al. 

1997) and (Dorigo et al. 1999). 

The particle swarm concept originated as a simulation of simplified social system.  

The original intent was to graphically simulate the choreography of a bird flock or fish 

school.  However, it was found that particle swarm model can be used as an optimizer.  
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2.1.3. The Algorithm 
 

As stated before, PSO simulates the behavior of bird flocking.  For example, 

suppose the following scenario: a group of birds are randomly searching food in an area.  

There is only one piece of food in the area being searched.  All the birds do not know 

where the food is.  But they know how far the food is in each iteration.  The effective 

strategy to find the food is to follow the bird which is nearest to the food.   

 

Fig. 2.1.  The basic process of particle swarm optimization (Zhou et al. 2003). 
 
 
PSO borrowed from the scenario and used it to solve the optimization problems.  

In PSO, each single solution is a "bird" in the search space.  We call it "particle".  All of 

the particles have fitness values which are evaluated by the fitness function to be 

optimized, and have velocities which direct the flying of the particles.  The particles fly 
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through the problem space by following the current optimum particles.   

PSO is initialized with a group of random particles (solutions) and then searches for good 

solutions by updating generations.  In every iteration, each particle is updated by 

following two "best" values.  The personal best or pbest and global best or gbest.   

After finding the two best values, the particle updates its velocity and positions according 

to the equations 1.5 and 1.6. 

 
2.1.3.1 The pseudo code. This section gives a pseudo code of the algorithm as described 

in previous paragraphs and also depicted in Figure 2.1. 

For each particle  
    Initialize particle 
END 
Do 
    For each particle  
        Calculate fitness value 
        If the fitness value is better than the best 
fitness value (pBest) in history 
       set current value as the new pBest 
    End 
    Choose the particle with the best fitness value of 
all the particles as the gBest 
    For each particle  
        Calculate particle velocity according to 
equation 1.2 
        Update particle position according to equation   
1.3 
    End  
While maximum iterations or minimum error criteria is 
not attained. 
 

Particles' velocities on each dimension have a normalized upper limit Vmax.  If the 

sum of accelerations would cause the velocity on that dimension to exceed Vmax, which is 

a parameter specified by the user then the velocity on that dimension is limited to Vmax. 
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2.1.4 Comparisons between Genetic Algorithm and PSO 
 
Most of evolutionary techniques have the following procedure: 

1. Random generation of an initial population 

2.  Reckoning of a fitness value for each subject.   

3. Reproduction of the population based on fitness values.   

4. If requirements are met, then stop.  Otherwise go back to 2. 

From the procedure, we can learn that PSO shares many common points with GA.  

Both algorithms start with a group of randomly generated populations, both have fitness 

values to evaluate the populations.  Both update the population and search for the 

optimum with random techniques.  Both systems do not guarantee success.  However, 

PSO does not use genetic operators like crossover and mutation.  Particles update 

themselves with the internal velocity.  They also have memory, which is important to the 

algorithm.   

Compared with GAs, the information sharing mechanism in PSO is significantly 

different.  In GAs, chromosomes share information with each other.  So the whole 

population moves like a single group towards an optimal area.  In PSO, only gBest (or 

lBest) gives out the information to others.  It is a one-way information sharing 

mechanism.  The evolution looks only for the best solution.  Compared with the GA, all 

the particles tend to converge to the best solution quickly even in the local version in 

most cases. 

 
2.1.5 Artificial Neural Networks and PSO 

 
An artificial neural network (ANN) is an analysis paradigm that is a simple 

model of the brain and the back-propagation algorithm is the one of the most popular 
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methods to train the artificial neural network (Reed et al. 1999).  Recently there have 

been significant research efforts to apply evolutionary computation (EC) techniques for 

the purpose of evolving one or more aspects of artificial neural networks.   

Evolutionary computation methodologies have been applied to the design of three 

main attributes of neural networks: network connection weights, network architecture and 

network learning algorithms (Yao et al. 1999). 

 Most of the work involving the evolution of ANN has focused on the network 

weights and topological structure.  Usually the weights and/or topological structure are 

encoded as a chromosome in the GA.  The selection of the fitness function depends on 

the research goals.  For a classification problem, the rate of misclassified patterns can be 

viewed as the fitness value. 

The advantage of EC is that EC can be used in cases with non-differentiable PE 

transfer functions and no gradient information available.  The disadvantages are that the 

performance is not competitive in some problems and the representation of the weights is 

difficult and the genetic operators have to be carefully selected or developed.   

Recently it has been reported that PSO converges faster than the back-propagation 

learning algorithm in ANN’s (Gudise et al.  2003).  It showed PSO is a promising method 

to train the ANN.  It is faster and gets better results in many cases.  It also avoids some of 

the problems of the GA. 

The following is a simple example of evolving ANN with PSO.  The problem is a 

benchmark function of classification problem: Fisher’s iris data set.  Measurements of 

four attributes of iris flowers are provided in each data set record: sepal length, sepal 
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width, petal length, and petal width.  Fifty sets of measurements are present for each of 

three varieties of iris flowers, for a total of 150 records, or patterns. 

A 3-layer ANN is used to do the classification.  There are 4 inputs and 3 outputs.  

So the input layer has 4 neurons and the output layer has 3 neurons.  One can evolve the 

number of hidden neurons.  However, for demonstration only, here we suppose the 

hidden layer has 6 neurons.  We can evolve other parameters in the feed-forward 

network.  Here we only the network weights are evolved.  So the particle will be a group 

of weights, there are 4*6+6*3 = 42 weights, so the particle consists of 42 real numbers.  

The range of weights can be set to [-100, 100].  After encoding the particles, we need to 

determine the fitness function.  For the classification problem, we feed all the patterns to 

the network whose weights is determined by the particle, get the outputs and compare it 

the standard outputs.  Then we record the number of misclassified patterns as the fitness 

value of that particle.  Now we can apply PSO to train the ANN to lower the number of 

misclassified patterns.  There are not many parameters in PSO that need adjustment.  We 

only need to adjust the number of hidden layers and the range of the weights to get better 

results in different trials.   

 
2.1.6 PSO parameter control 

From the above case, it is learnt that there are two key steps when applying PSO 

to optimization problems: the representation of the solution and the fitness function.  One 

of the advantages of PSO is that PSO takes real numbers as particles.  PSO is different 

from GA which needs to change to binary encoding.  Also GA involves the use of special 

genetic operators.  For example, we try to find the solution for f(x) = x1^2 + x2^2+x3^2, 

the particle can be set as (x1, x2, x3), and fitness function is f(x).  Then we can use the 
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standard procedure to find the optimum.  Searching is a repeat process, and the stop 

criteria are that the maximum iteration number is reached or the minimum error condition 

is satisfied.   

There are not many parameters requiring tuning in PSO.  Following is the list of 

the parameters and their typical values. 

1. The number of particles: typical range is 20 - 40.  Actually for most of the 

problems 10 particles is large enough to get good results.  For some difficult or 

special problems, one can try 100 or 200 particles as well.  We use 10 particles 

for our PSO simulations. 

2. Dimensions of search space: determined by the problem to be optimized. 

3. Range of particles: determined by the problem to be optimized, one can specify 

different ranges for different dimension of particles. 

4. Vmax: determines the maximum change one particle can take during one 

iteration.  Usually we set the range of the particle as the Vmax for example, the 

particle (x1, x2, x3).  X1 belongs [-10, 10], then Vmax = 20.  In our simulation 

we set Vmax to1. 

5. Learning factors: c1 and c2 usually equal to 2.  Usually c1 equals to c2 and 

ranges from [0, 4]. 

6. The stop condition: the maximum number of iterations the PSO executes and 

the minimum error requirement.  For example, for ANN training in previous 

section, we can set the minimum error requirement is one misclassified pattern.  

The maximum number of iterations is set to 500.  This stop condition depends 

on the problem to be optimized. 
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Two versions of PSO, global and local were introduced.  Global is faster but might 

converge to local optimum for some problems.  Local is a little bit slower but avoids 

local optimum.  One can use global to get quick results and use local to refine the search.
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Adapting Swarms 
 
 

This chapter gives the description of the predator-prey adaptation rules.  The predator and 

prey velocity components are described in detail.  We also explain the various 

environmental and control parameters used.  The evolution strategies are outlined. 

 
3.1 Predator Prey Swarm 

The predator prey swarm consists of a two dimensional rectangular field of predefined 

size with a set of Bullies, B, as predators and a set of Dweebs, D, as prey.  Figure 3.1, 

portrays a random snapshot of a sample field with a B of size 3 and a D of size 6.   The 

dotted circles around a bully or a dweeb define the neighborhoods.  The predators and 

prey collectively called as agents are initialized with random positions in the two 

dimensional field.  An agent has a two dimensional position vector and a two 

dimensional velocity vector.  Each agent is governed by simple rules and acts 

autonomously.  For every iteration the velocity of an agent in each dimension is 

computed through the rules.  And new agent positions are determined by accelerating the 

agents 

 
3.1.1 Predators  

A Predator Bi is defined by the attributes described in Table 3.1.  Note that some 

of the attributes for example KillRadius, ComRadius etc. remain constant for all the 

predators through all the iterations of evolution.  While the attributes like position and 

velocity of the predator are updated in each iteration.  
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Table 3.1: Predator Attributes 

 

A predator moves in accordance to the following simple rules: 

1. Move in the nearest prey direction  

2. Move towards the center of mass of prey contained in the neighborhood. 

3. Move in a random direction to avoid coalescing/overlapping of predators. 

The velocity of a predator is computed using the above stated rules.  Figure 3.1 

depicts the different velocity components for a predator in a sample field.  The dotted 

circle is the neighborhood defined by ComRadius.  The detailed methodology is 

presented in the following paragraphs. 

  
3.1.1.1 Nearest Prey.  For a predator the nearest prey is found based on the 

Euclidean distance between their current positions.  A unit vector vnd in the direction of 

the nearest prey is calculated.   This velocity component has an associated constant 

weight wnd. 

Component Description 
 

Bx, By 
 

The position vector of the Predator; updated in each iteration. 

KillRadius 
 

The killing area around a predator is defined by this constant;  

ComRadius The immediate neighborhood of a predator is defined by this 
constant radius;  
 

MaxStepSize Defines an upper limit for the step size a predator can take in 
a single step.   
 

Momentum Predator momentum, a constant, gives certain weight to the 
current direction of predator traversal.   
 

Vx, Vy The velocity vector of the predator; updated in each iteration. 
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Fig. 3.1. Sample field of 3 predators and 6 prey depicting various velocity components of 
a predator. 
 
 

3.1.1.2 Center of Mass of Prey. The circular neighborhood of a predator is defined 

by ComRadius.  The center of mass of all the prey currently positioned in the 

neighborhood is calculated.  A unit vector, vdcom, in the direction of center of mass is 

calculated.  The weight, wdcom, is associated with this velocity attribute.  An interesting 

and unexpected behavior was noticed when this rule was turned off.  There was an 

increase in the drifting behavior of prey and eventual sacrifices for the improved fitness 

of the swarm aggregate. 

 
 3.1.1.3 Random Movement.  If two predators happen to collide at any point of 

time, they are likely to follow the same path from then on.  To avoid this coalescing or 

overlapping of predators a random component, vr, is added to the velocity of the predator.  

The associated weight is wr. 

Extendable Disjunctive Weighted Aggregation Model, EDWAM, discussed in 

Chapter 1, is employed to calculate the predator velocity.  Remember that the associated 
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weights wnd, wdcom  and wr are fixed and are the same for all the predators.  Using 

EDWAM the velocity of the predator is given by: 

v = wnd * vnd + wdcom * vdcom + wr * vr                                                 ( 3.1) 

 
 3.1.1.4 Momentum Term. Note that the velocity calculated using Equation 3.1 

reflects only the current positions of the agents.  A predator’s motion is also influenced 

by the momentum it is carrying from the previous iterations.  The net velocity of the 

predator is determined by passing the old and new velocity through a one pass filter as 

follows. 

V = vold * momentum + vnew * ( 1 – momentum)                                    ( 3.2) 

 
 3.1.1.5 Update Positions.  The new position of the predator, Bi , in direction j( x-

axis or y-axis)  is calculated using equation 3.3.   MaxStepsize as defined in Table 3.1 is 

the maximum step a predator can take in a single iteration.  If the new position reaches 

any of the boundaries of the field, the predator rebounds into the field.   

        Bnewij = Boldij + MaxStepSize * Vj                                  (3.3) 

 
3.1.2 Prey  

A prey, Di, is defined by the attributes described in Table 3.2.  Note that some of 

the attributes - for example Momemtum, ComRadius etc.  - remain constant for all the 

prey through all the iterations of evolution.  While the attributes like position and velocity 

of the prey are updated in each iteration.    

A prey moves in accordance to the following rules: 

1. Move away from the nearest predator  

2. Move away from the center of mass of predators contained in the neighborhood. 
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3. Move in a random direction to avoid coalescing/overlapping. 

4. Stay away from the boundaries to avoid being cornered. 

5. Move away from the nearest prey under attack. 

6. Prey try to spread themselves in the field by staying away from the closest prey 

and moving away from center of mass prey in the neighborhood. 

 
Table 3.2: Prey Attributes 

 

The velocity of a prey is computed using the above stated rules.  Figure 3.2 

depicts the different velocity components for a prey in a sample field.  The dotted circle 

is the neighborhood defined by ComRadius.  The detailed methodology is presented in 

the following paragraphs. 

 
3.1.2.1 Nearest Predator.  For a prey, the nearest predator is found using 

Euclidean distance between their current positions.  A unit vector vnb away from the 

Component Description 
 

Dx, Dy The position vector of the Prey; updated in each iteration. 
 

PreyUnderAttackDistance If a predator is found within a circular neighborhood of this 
radius, the prey is considered under attack. 
 

ComRadius The immediate neighborhood of a prey is defined by this 
constant radius. 
 

MaxStepSize Defines an upper limit for the step size a prey can take in a 
single movement.   
 

Momentum Prey momentum, a constant, gives certain weight to the 
current direction of prey traversal.   
 

Vx, Vy The velocity vector of the prey; updated in each iteration. 
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direction of the nearest predator is calculated.   This velocity component has an 

associated constant weight, wnb. 

 
Fig. 3.2. Sample field of 3 predators and 6 prey depicting various velocity components of 
a prey. 

 

3.1.2.2 Center of Mass of Predators. The circular neighborhood of a prey is 

defined by ComRadius.  The center of mass of all the predators currently positioned in 

the neighborhood is calculated.  A unit vector, vbcom, away from the center of mass is 

calculated.  The weight, wbcom, is associated with this velocity attribute. 

 
 3.1.2.3 Random Movement.  If two prey happen to collide at any point of time,  

they are likely to follow the same path from here on easing the task of predators.  To 

avoid this coalescing or overlapping of prey a random component, vr is added to the 

velocity of the prey.  The associated weight is wr. 

 
3.1.2.4 Away from the Boundaries. An observation was made in the initial models 

of the predator prey swarm that many prey casualties were occurring close to the 
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boundaries of the field.  In order to avoid these large number of close to boundary 

casualties four different unit vectors vtp, vbt, vlw and vrw, were computed away from four 

different boundaries.  The associated weights are wtp, wbt, wlw and wrw. 

 
3.1.2.5 Repulsion from Prey Under Attack. Find the closest prey under attack, a 

prey being chased by a predator, and move away from it.  This is achieved by computing 

a unit vector, vid, away from the prey under attack.  The weight, wid, is associated with 

this velocity attribute. 

 
3.1.2.6 Spread the prey. Prey try to spread themselves in the field in order to 

avoid multiple casualties from a single predator.  Two components were added for this 

purpose.  A prey moves away from the nearest prey and also moves away from the center 

of mass of prey in the immediate neighborhood defined by ComRadius.  Unit vectors are 

vnd and vdcom and the associated weights are wnd and wdcom. 

Extendable Disjunctive Weighted Aggregation Model, EDWAM is employed to 

calculate the prey velocity.  Unlike the predators, the associated weights for prey velocity 

components are not constant.  Instead they are evolved using particle swarm optimization 

except for wr, weight of prey velocity component in the random direction, which is kept 

constant.  Also another difference between the predator and prey velocity calculations is 

that the weights of velocity components or control parameters are passed through a fuzzy 

inference engine and are adapted according to the membership function.  Each control 

parameter can be classified as one of the following classes [VN: very near, N: near, A: 

average, F: far, VF: very far] based on the proximity.   
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For example, in the case of vnb, the associated weight wnd can be classified as one 

among the five different classes, depending upon the magnitude of the distance between 

the prey and the nearest predator.  If the distance is less than a certain predetermined 

distance it is classified as VN or very near etc.  Using EDWAM the velocity of the prey 

is given by: 

v = wnb * vnb + wbcom * vbcom + wr * vr +  wid * vid + wdcom * vdcom + wnd * vnd + wbt * vbt 
 + wtp * vtp + wlw * vlw+ wrw * vrw                                         ( 3.4) 

 
 

 3.1.2.7 Momentum Term. As with the predator, the net velocity of the prey is 

determined by passing the old and new velocities through a one pass filter as follows. 

V = vold * momentum + vnew * ( 1 – momentum)                                    ( 3.5) 

 
 3.1.2.8 Update Positions. The new position of the prey, Di , in direction j( x-axis 

or y-axis)  is calculated using equation 3.6.   MaxStepsize as defined in Table 3.2 is the 

maximum step a prey can take in a single iteration.  If the new position reaches any of the 

boundaries of the field, the prey rebounds into the field. 

        Dnewij = Doldij + MaxStepSsize * Vj                                  (3.6) 

 
3.1.2.9 Prey Fitness. The number of iterations, a prey lives defines the life of the 

prey.  The over all fitness of the prey swarm is the median of individual prey lives.   

     
3.2 Adapting Prey Control Parameters using PSO 

In Section 3.1.2.6, we highlighted that the control parameters or weights for the 

prey velocity component are not clamped but are adapted.  This section presents the 

details of the adaptation.  PSO, described in great detail in Chapter 2, is used to adapt the 

control parameters.  In this context each particle of PSO represents a set of control 
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parameters and we search for the particle which gives the best results.  In other words 

search for the set of control parameters which optimize the prey life. 

 
3.2.1 Particle  

A particle, Pi, represents a set of control parameters, which is a table with 9 rows 

corresponding to 9 different velocity components and 5 columns corresponding to 5 

different fuzzy classes for each of the rules.  This table is randomly initialized and 

adapted using PSO. 

 
3.2.2  Adaptation 

For every particle the prey swarm is evolved several times and average of the 

overall fitness of prey swarm is computed.  In the current generation the personal best 

and global best positions are determined among all the particles and the PSO continues as 

explained in Chapter 2.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

Model Simulation Setup and Results 

This chapter gives a description of the Simulation setup of the predator prey 

model.  The results are analyzed and the emergent patterns of the swarm are discussed. 

 
4.1Model Simulation Setup 

 
The predator prey model was simulated using the Java Programming Language.  

At the interface level, a Java applet depicting the graphical elements of the model was 

created.  The various environmental parameters used during the simulation model are 

described in Table 4.1.  The constant attributes of predators and prey are given in Tables 

4.2 through 4.4 respectively. 

 
Table 4.1: Model Attributes 

 

Parameter Description 
 

Value 

Field Size  The size of the field in which predator 
prey swarm is evolved. 

400 x 400 (pixel 
applet window) 
 

Number of Predators The number of predators in the swarm.   10 
 

Number of Prey The number of prey in the swarm.   100 
 

Number of particles  Number of the particles in PSO. 10 
 

Pred-Prey Repeat For each particle number of times 
predator prey swarm is evolved in one 
PSO generation.   
 

5 
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Table 4.2: The constant Predator Attributes 
 

 
 

Table 4.3: The Constant Prey Attributes 
 

 
 

The listed parameters depend on the problem being modeled and there is a void 

for any guidance in the selection of these parameters.  Most of these parameters were 

optimized by evolving one parameter while keeping the others constant.  Note that the 

predator component velocity weights are the same for all predators and remain constant 

through out all the iterations.  Also the weight for the random velocity component of the 

prey, wr, is constant (Note that the other prey velocity components are evolved using 

PSO).  A constant 0.5 is used for this weight. 

  
 
 

 
Component 
 

 
Value 

KillRadius 5 ( pixel positions) 
 

ComRadius 200 (pixels) 
 

MaxStepSize 5 ( pixel positions) 
 

Momentum 0.75 

 
Component 
 

 
Value 

PreyUnder 
AttackDistance 

100 ( pixel positions) 
 

ComRadius 30 (pixels) 
 

MaxStepSize 3 ( pixel positions) 
 

Momentum 0.25 
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Table 4.4: The Predator Component Velocity Weights 
 

 

Three independent simulations were run on 2 Dell Pentium 4, 1.8 Ghz, 512MB 

machines in the Graduate Student Lab, Computer Science Dept.  at Baylor University and 

on another machine in the Engineering Department.  In the three different simulations the 

particles start at different positions.  On an average 24 hours of processing time was used 

for evolving ten generations of PSO. 

 
4.1.1 Simulation one  

The prey velocity attribute weights were evolved using PSO for 234 generations.  

The Figure 4.1 shows the global best fitness value plotted for the 234 generations of the 

PSO.  As the velocity attribute weights are evolved, the prey live longer, which is 

reflected in the increased global fitness value.  Also the plot shows an increasing average 

personal best value, indicating the convergence of different particles towards the global 

best value.  The particle producing the global best fitness value after 234 generations 

represents the evolved velocity attribute weights.  These weights are shown in the Table 

4.5.   

 

Parameter Description 
 

Value 

wnd  The weight for the predator velocity 
component towards the nearest predator. 
 

1 

wdcom  The weight for the predator velocity 
component towards the center of mass of 
prey in the neighborhood. 
 

1 

wr  The weight for the predator random 
velocity component. 

1 
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Fig. 4.1. The Global Best and Average Personal Best Fitness function is plotted for the 
234 generations of PSO. 
 

Nine different rows correspond to weights of nine different velocity attributes of 

prey.  The five different columns correspond different fuzzy classes these rules can be 

assigned. 

 
Table 4.5: The Evolved Prey Velocity Attribute Weights from Simulation 1 

Parameter VN N A F VF 

wnb 1.496112 -0.26885 0.326199 0.139085 3.104299 

wbcom -0.19884 3.022029 0.780692 0.422761 -0.52131 

wdcom 2.978585 -0.74418 0.731056 0.767199 -1.32521 

wnd 0.383726 0.033212 -0.5205 1.176138 -0.63978 

wlw -2.32374 2.182005 -0.1704 0.368014 -0.3302 

wrw 0.924111 0.15717 1.167848 0.725385 -1.55305 

wtp 0.366553 0.983607 -1.48285 -0.70846 -0.68069 

wbt -0.0634 2.114983 -1.7776 -1.09796 -2.37636 

wid -0.50897 -0.75386 -1.94931 0.831417 0.706812 
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4.1.2 Simulation two 

 In this simulation particles were evolved for hundred and twenty two generations.  

Figure 4.2 shows plots similar to that in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.6 lists the evolved 

weights.   

 

Fig. 4.2. The Global Best and Average Personal Best Fitness function is plotted for the 
122 generations of PSO. 

 

Table 4.6: The Evolved Prey Velocity Attribute Weights from Simulation 2 

Parameter VN N A F VF 

wnb 2.362566 -1.55364 1.543917 -1.46267 -3.00413 

wbcom 0.396071 0.283025 -0.33709 1.573843 -3.35227 

wdcom 2.857888 1.300653 0.157554 1.64632 -0.26407 

wnd 0.085772 0.634661 -0.9144 1.645024 -0.94478 

wlw 0.969846 -2.66092 -2.7327 0.534569 -1.45258 

wrw 0.052089 2.2854 0.907741 0.135652 -0.73609 
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Parameter VN N A F VF 

wtp 1.01798 0.574888 -2.57348 -1.69388 -1.45157 

wbt 0.760509 0.798146 1.113263 0.472713 -0.56423 

wid -0.99737 -0.14158 -2.91363 0.536843 1.148609 

 

4.1.3 Simulation three 

 In this simulation particles were evolved for hundred and twelve generations.  

Figure 4.2 shows plots similar to that in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.7 lists the evolved 

weights.   

 

Fig. 4.3. The Global Best and Average Personal Best Fitness function is plotted for the 
112 generations of PSO. 
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Table 4.7: The Evolved Prey Velocity Attribute Weights from Simulation 3 

Parameter VN N A F VF 

wnb 0.321632 -1.07872 0.781259 -0.16421 1.880079 

wbcom 1.18288 -0.09487 -0.243 -0.36856 1.466024 

wdcom 4.451869 3.083868 -1.91994 0.732869 1.374435 

wnd 1.069739 -2.07995 -0.85324 0.50287 0.041671 

wlw 1.541971 0.692149 0.802267 -0.00504 -0.93835 

wrw 0.773392 -1.77489 -3.93243 0.361954 0.589858 

wtp 1.851252 0.807819 1.953532 1.634385 -1.16497 

wbt -1.40294 0.308706 -1.45974 0.751738 -0.14512 

wid 0.449467 2.145414 0.278686 1.605107 -0.15784 

 

4.1.4 Consistent Weights 

In terms of the global best fitness value simulation two out performed the others.  

To check for the consistency of the evolved weights three different predator and prey 

swarms were initialized with the weights and executed several times to find the average 

performance.  Figures 4.4 through 4.6 show the histogram plots for the prey fitness for 

three different evolved weights.   
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Fig. 4.4. The histogram showing prey fitness frequencies for simulation 1 weights. 
 

 

Fig. 4.5. The histogram showing prey fitness frequencies for simulation 2 weights. 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.6. The histogram showing prey fitness frequencies for simulation 3 weights. 
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Table 4.8: Performance of prey using evolved velocity attribute weights from different 
simulations  

 
Weights used from Average Prey Fitness Standard Deviation 

Simulation one 3496134 3442460 

Simulation two 853655.8 2728819 

Simulation three 1762688 763701 

 

It is evident from Figure 4.5 and Table 4.8 that the prey velocity attributes 

weights from simulation two are not consistent since the data is skewed and the standard 

deviation is very high compared to the other simulations. 

From Figure 4.1, 4.4 and Table 4.8 we can conclude that prey fitness is 

comparatively higher than the simulation three.  But the standard deviation is very high.  

Also these weights failed to achieve the same global fitness as was achieved in simulation 

one. 

The weights evolved in simulation three look more consistent.  The standard 

deviation is low.  Also later runs of these simulations, shown in Figure 4.6, where able to 

achieve the fitness value attained in earlier simulations, Figure 4.3.   

 
4.1.4 Robustness of Evolved Swarm 

We tested the robustness of the evolved swarm for various predator prey swarm 

sizes.  Figure 4.7 shows the logarithmic fitness value plotted for various numbers of 

predator and prey.   
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Fig. 4.7. Robustness of evolved swarm under different swarm sizes. 
 
 

There is a gradual degradation in the performance of the evolved swarm from 

training point which is at 10 predators and 100 prey. 

The robustness of the disjunctively evolved swarm under rule failures was 

investigated by cumulatively dropping rules in a certain order.  Figure 4.8 shows the 

performance plot under rule failures for different swarm sizes.  The performance was 

plotted for swarms of 25 predators and 25 prey etc.  All the four plots show that there is a 

linear degradation in the performance of disjunctively evolved swarm under failure 

unlike an exponential decrease in performance for the conjunctive aggregation. 

 

 

                   Number of rules 
 

Fig. 4.8.  Robust Disjunctive aggregation under rule failures 
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 The robustness under rule failure was further tested for a single prey against 

different number of predators.  The results shown in Figure 4.9 prove that a single prey 

which is disjunctively evolved is able to survive under rule failures.  The results show the 

robustness of disjunctive aggregation under rule failures. 

 

 

Number of rules 

Fig 4.9.  Robust Disjunctive aggregation under rule failures for a single prey. 
 

4.2 Emergent Patterns 

In the three simulations the weights were initialized with positive numbers with 

the assumption the farther the predator is from the prey lesser is the weight.  But Tables 

4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 reveal that evolved weights do not follow this assumption.  Also it is 

interesting to note that some of the weights are negative, indicating the reversal of prey 

velocity direction from the expected direction.  This has resulted in interesting emerging 

patterns.  It was noticed that some of the prey attracted predators away from the rest of 

the prey swarm and sacrificed themselves to lengthen the over all life of the swarm 
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aggregate.  Figure 4.10 shows this emergent behavior of an individual prey attracting the 

predators away from the rest of the swarm. 

 

 

 
Fig 4.10. Individual prey swarm sacrificing themselves to lengthen swarm aggregate life 

 

Dropping the prey velocity attribute which takes it away from center of mass of 

prey resulted in the formation of prey swarm contour around the predators.  This resulted 

in a decrease of the predator efficiency in capturing prey because of often changing 

traversal directions.  Enhanced prey swarm aggregate life was noticed.  Figure 4.11 

shows the formation of the said emergent pattern.   

 

 

Fig. 4.11.  Prey swarm forming a contour around predators. 
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Another similar emerging prey swarm behavior is spreading of prey swarm over 

the field around the predators.  Again enhancement in the prey swarm aggregate life was 

noticed.  Figure 4.12 shows the formation of this emergent behavior.   

 

 

  

 
Fig. 4.12. Prey swarm spreading across the field. 

 

In order to avoid being captured at the edges, the prey evolved a strategy of 

moving in circles and staying away from the edges.  Figure 4.13 shows the circular 
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motion of prey.  This behavior was consistently noticed even with relatively higher 

predator momentum compared to prey. 

 

  

 

Fig. 4.13.  Prey moving in circles to avoid being captured at the edges.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

Conclusions and Future Work 

 
This chapter articulates the conclusions and discusses the possibilities for future 

research.   

 
5.1 Issues and Conclusions 

 
This thesis models a simple prey swarm disjunctively.  A number of disjoint 

survival attributes are aggregated into a single response.  The swarm was initialized using 

heuristics.    

 
5.1.1 Performance Evolution using PSO 

 The thesis studies the ability of the prey swarm to evolve its performance using a 

particle swarm optimization on the disjunctive rules.   The weights corresponding to the 

survival attributes were evolved using PSO.  The weights so evolved were found to be 

consistent and robust.  The evolved swarm was found to be robust under agent failure as 

well as rule failures. 

 
5.1.2 Fuzzy Rules 

The rules were characterized through use of a fuzzy inference engine and the rules 

adapted through changing of the rule membership functions.   

The result was both improved performance and unexpected emergent behavior.  

The life of the aggregate swarm multiplied many times.  Some of the behaviors emerging 

from the prey swarm under different situations are discussed below. 
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Individual members of the prey swarm attracted predators away from the swarm 

and eventually sacrificed themselves to lengthen the life of the swarm aggregate.   This 

was an unexpected emergent behavior that significantly increased the life of the prey 

swarm. 

In order to avoid being captured at the edges of the field, prey started circular 

motion enhancing the swarm performance.   This emergent behavior, also unexpected, 

significantly increased the swarm’s life. 

Prey spread across the field resulting in oscillating predator motion thereby 

increasing the swarm aggregate performance.  They actually “herded” the bullies using 

the bully’s reaction rules. 

Another interesting behavior emerged when the velocity attribute of prey moving 

away from the center of mass of prey in the neighborhood was not considered.  Prey 

spread in a contour around the predators, decreasing predator efficiency and resulting in 

improved prey swarm performance. 

 
5.2 Future Research 

Improvement of EDWAM to incorporate weak conjunction between different 

survival attributes seems a persuasive problem for future.  There is a definite scope for 

improvement in parameter selection.  Improved parameter selection might result in 

enhanced prey swarm performance.  The study of parameter sensibility of the swarm 

dynamics is another area for further research.   
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